Get exposure on TV - the simple and effective way
GigaAccess is GigaContents unique offer to companies, organisations and
event locations. If you fall into any of those categories - and if you want to be
seen and heard on TV - GigaAccess is for you. With GigaAccess you will be a
GigaAccess
quantum leap closer to TV providers, broadcasters, and producers - meaning
the entire Danish and international world of TV media. And you will be closer
to your viewers and consumers than ever before.
GigaAccess gives you a direct connection to the TV media. In return, the TV media get access to
your expert knowledge, commentary, news material, and much more - and they no longer have to
send their own staff and heavy equipment to your location. If you are a company, an organisation,
a conference facility, a music venue - the list goes on - with GigaAccess you immediately become
a more attractive source of TV content.
At the same time GigaAccess is an innovative solution making exposure on TV simpler and more
effective than ever before. We deliver your TV content to broadcasters and TV providers in secure
and reliable broadcast-quality via our own fibre-based backbone. You can also extend your capabilities with our web-TV solution GigaWebTV giving you broadcast-quality TV on the world’s biggest
media - the Internet. And you can go on air quickly and when you want by booking your connection
online minutes in advance with GigaBooking.

Why choose GigaAccess?
Ţ
Ţ
Ţ
Ţ

Become an attractive source of content for the TV-media
Get quick access to your preferred TV providers and broadcasters
Expose your messages on live TV on short notice and in full broadcast quality
Exceptionally high quality, reliability, and monitoring 24/7

What the package includes:
Ţ A subscription-based service with access to GigaContent
Ţ A connection to GigaContent’s 10Gbit backbone with a guaranteed uptime of at least 99,7%
Ţ Encoder and intercom in a complete installation (configurations are flexible)

Expand your GigaAccess solution with:
Ţ Your own web-TV channel with GigaWebTV
Ţ Access to foreign TV-media with GigaXchange
Ţ Your own TV studio in the shape of GigaStudio

www.gigacontent.dk

